Sophomores in P.E. to Hear Prof. Bush

Lecture in Vacuum Tubes This Morning Occupied Every One Interested

This meeting in the Sophomore Physics Department is the second of a series of lectures by Prof. Everett S. Bush, of the Institute of Technology. Prof. Bush has been doing research in electrical engineering and has made a number of interesting developments in the department of electrical Engineering which have been published in Engineering journals.

Sophomores were first seated at 8 a.m. and the lecture was given in the old chemist's laboratory. There were many men present and a number of chemists were also interested in the lecture. The lecture was given by Prof. Elliott Bush, who is the head of the department of electrical engineering.

A note on the subject of the lecture was read by Prof. Elliott Bush, and then the audience was called to order. At the end of the lecture, the audience was entertained by a short talk by Prof. Elliott Bush.

Management of Stores by Studies to Research

Redesignation of B. A. Cashen '24 Accepted by Medical Club

B. A. Cashen '24 has been redesignated as a member of the Medical Club. Cashen, who is the fourth senior chosen for the position, was selected by the Medical Club on account of his merits. This is Cashen's second year as a member of the Medical Club.

The position of business manager is one that is greatly desired by Cashen. He is the only student in the Medical Club who has a business background, and there are few duties to perform on the business side. As such, Cashen will not be chosen until he is ready to graduate.

The largest Class Since Founded Graduating by Lowell Institute

Announcement of Graduates Night School Held at City Club

There are 183 graduates in the Lowell Institute who will graduate at the commencement exercises on Thursday, May 26th. This is the largest class in Lowell's history, and there are 37 women in the class.

The commencement exercises will be held at the City Club, and will be addressed by Prof. J. P. Larkin, who is the head of the Lowell Institute.

Seniors Expect to Win Balloon Rush

Release of 60-foot Airship in Countdown of President of Harvard

The Class of 1925 is confident that when their own ship is launched, it will not fall into the hands of the enemy. The ship will be launched on Monday, June 2nd, and the Class of 1925 will be present to witness the event.

The Class of 1925 is also confident that their ship will not fall into the hands of the enemy. The ship will be launched on Monday, June 2nd, and the Class of 1925 will be present to witness the event.

Another Way to be Speake at Graduation

Mr. Lee, Course I Graduate, is New Vice-President of Pennsylvania R. E.

Elisha Lee '92, After His Graduation

Under Government Control, Railroad was Federal Man in East

The principal speaker at the graduation ceremony of the Class of 1925 was an absent honoree, Mr. Elisha Lee '92. Mr. Lee has been a very active member of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and has been responsible for the successful operation of the railroad during World War I.

At the banquet of the Class of 1925, Mr. Elisha Lee '92 was present to speak about his experiences during the war. He was very impressed with the work of the railroad, and the efficiency of the personnel working for it.

HUNDREDS WITNESS FROM R.O.C.T. PARADE

B. D. East, K. C. Hawthorne and Karl Frey, Three Freshmen, Boy Scout, Save School, and the Class of 1923

The Class of 1923 was present at the parade of the Class of 1925, and were very impressed with the efficiency of the parade. They were also impressed with the enthusiasm of the people who were present.

The parade was held on Tuesday, June 12th, and was attended by hundreds of people. The parade was held in the city, and was very well-attended.


Sophia C. Cassell, a graduate of the Class of 1925, was present to speak about her experiences during the war. She was very impressed with the work of the railroad, and the efficiency of the personnel working for it.

The Class of 1923 was present at the parade of the Class of 1925, and were very impressed with the efficiency of the parade. They were also impressed with the enthusiasm of the people who were present.

The parade was held on Tuesday, June 12th, and was attended by hundreds of people. The parade was held in the city, and was very well-attended.